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Abstract. We present a combinatorial approach to rigorously show the existence
of fixed points, periodic orbits, and symbolic dynamics in discrete-time dynamical
systems, as well as to find numerical approximations of such objects. Our approach
relies on the method of ‘correctly aligned windows’. We subdivide the ‘windows’ into
cubical complexes, and we assign to the vertices of the cubes labels determined by
the dynamics. In this way we encode the dynamics information into a combinatorial
structure. We use a version of the Sperner Lemma saying that if the labeling satisfies
certain conditions, then there exist fixed points/periodic orbits/orbits with prescribed
itineraries. Our arguments are elementary.
1. Introduction
Numerical investigations of discrete-time dynamical systems often require the ap-
proximation of the phase space and of the underlying map via a fine grid. Henceforth,
the dynamics information is encoded into a combinatorial structure. From the com-
putational point of view it is important that such combinatorial structure should be
as simple as possible. While simplicial structures appear to be more elegant, cubical
structures present many practical advantages, including the possibility of using carte-
sian coordinates, simple numerical representation of maps as multivalued maps, and
lower computational costs of higher dimension homologies. See. e.g., [KMM03].
In this paper we develop a combinatorial topology-based approach to detect fixed
points, periodic orbits, and symbolic dynamics in discrete-time dynamical systems.
The approach relies on the method of ‘correctly aligned windows’, also known as ‘cov-
ering relations’. This method goes back to the geometric ideas of Conley, Easton and
McGehee [Con68, EM79, Eas81], while more recent, topological versions of the method
have been developed in [ZG04]. The method can be described concisely as follows. A
‘window’ (also known as an ‘h-set’) is a multi-dimensional rectangle, whose boundary
consists of an ‘exit set’ and an ‘entry set’. One window is correctly aligned with (or
‘covers’) another window under the map if the image of the first window is going across
the second window, with the exit set of the first window coming out through the exit
set of the second window, and without the image of the first window intersecting the
entry set of the second window. There is an additional condition that the crossing of
the windows should be topologically nontrivial, which can be expressed in terms of the
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2 MARIAN GIDEA: AND YITZCHAK SHMALO 5
Brouwer degree. The main results about correctly aligned windows can be summarized
as follow:
(i) If a window is correctly aligned with itself, then there is a fixed point inside
that window;
(ii) For a finite sequence of windows (with a circular ordering), if each window is
correctly aligned with the next window in the sequence, then there exists a
periodic orbit inside those windows;
(iii) For an infinite sequence of windows, if each window is correctly aligned with
the next window, then there exists an orbit inside those windows;
(iv) For a finite sequence of pairwise disjoint windows, with the correct alignment
of pairs of windows described by a 0 ´ 1 transition matrix, there exists an
invariant set inside those windows on which the dynamics is semi-conjugate to
a topological Markov chain associated to that matrix.
In principle, this method only yields existential type of results on fixed points/perodic
orbits/orbits with prescribed itineraries.
In this paper, we provide an algorithmic approach to verify the that the crossing of
the windows is topologically non-trivial, and to detect numerically, up to a desired level
of precision, fixed points/perodic orbits/orbits with prescribed itineraries. Our method
is constructive, can be implemented numerically quite easily, and does not require
the computation of algebraic topology-type invariants (e.g., Conley index, homology,
Brouwer degree).
The approach proposed in this paper is based on combinatorial topology, particularly
on the classical Sperner Lemma [Spe28]. We regard each window as a multi-dimensional
cube, and we construct a cubical decomposition of it. Then we assign labels to all ver-
tices of the cubical decomposition. The label of a vertex x is given by the hyperoctant
where the vector fχpxq´x lands, where fχ is the map that defines the dynamical system
expressed in certain coordinates. A cube is called completely labeled if the intersection
of the hyperoctants corresponding to its labels is the zero vector. We can also assign
an index to the labeling of a cube. This index turns out to be related to the Brouwer
degree (see Proposition 2.4). Thus the index can be computed via a simple recursive
formula (see (2.1)). A non-zero index is a sufficient condition, but not necessary, for
the labeling to be complete.
To check that one window is correctly aligned with another, it is sufficient to check
that the labels of the vertices of the cubical decomposition that lie on the boundary of
one of the windows satisfy certain explicit conditions, and that the above mentioned
index is non-zero.
If a window is correctly aligned with itself, a version of the Sperner Lemma shows
the existence of at least one small cube in the cubical decomposition that has non-zero
index, hence completely labeled. There may also exists small cubes that are completely
labeled that have zero index. In this setting, a small cube with non-zero index yields
a true fixed point, while a small cube that is completely labeled yields a numerical
approximation of a fixed point.
Similarly, in the case of sequences of windows, small cubes inside those windows that
have non-zero index yield true periodic orbits/orbits with prescribed itineraries, while
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Figure 1. Sperner labeling of a simplicial decomposition.
small cubes that are completely labeled yield numerical approximations of periodic
orbits/orbits with prescribed itineraries.
Checking that a small cube has non-zero index can be done via a finite computation.
Completely labeled small cubes can be searched using a Nerve Graph algorithm similar
to [LPS02].
In Section 2, we recall the classical Sperner Lemma and some generalizations. In
Section 3 we provide a new version of the Sperner Lemma, for cubical complexes, which
will be used in the subsequent sections. In Section 4 we provide sufficient conditions
for correct alignment of windows, in terms of the labeling of vertices of a cubical
decomposition. We also prove several results on detection – in terms of the non-zero
index/completely labeled cubes – of true/approximate fixed points, periodic orbits,
and orbits with prescribed itineraries. In Section 5 we illustrate the above procedure
by an example, in which we find periodic orbits for the He´non map.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Sperner’s Lemma for simplices. Consider an n-simplex T , and T “ ŤiPI Ti,
with I finite, a simplicial decomposition of T . A labeling of T is a map φ : T Ñ
t1, 2, . . . , n` 1u. In particular, each vertex v of T and of any of the Ti’s is assigned a
unique label φpvq P t1, 2, . . . , n` 1u.
A simplex T is said to be completely labeled if its vertices are assigned all labels from
t1, 2, . . . , n` 1u.
The labeling φ is called a Sperner labeling if every point p that lies on some face S
of T is assigned one of the labels of the vertices of S.
In the case of a completely labeled simplex, the Sperner condition is equivalent to a
non-degenerate labeling condition, that no pn´1q-dimensional face of T contains points
of pn` 1q or more different labels.
In the most basic form the Sperner Lemma states the following:
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Theorem 2.1 (Sperner Lemma [Spe28]). Given an n-simplex T with a complete
Sperner labeling, a simplicial decomposition T “ Ťi Ti. Then the number of com-
pletely labeled simplices Ti is odd. In particular, there exists at least one simplex Ti
that is completely labeled.
See Figure 1. The Sperner Lemma can be used to derive an elementary proof of the
Brouwer Fixed Point Theorem: any continuous map f : B Ñ B from a (homeomorphic
copy of an) n-dimensional ball to itself has a fixed point. See, e.g., [BG05].
The Sperner Lemma can be used to numerically find fixed points, and it has been
used extensively in numerical works, see, e.g., [AG03].
2.2. Sperner’s Lemma for polytopes. We now describe a more general Sperner
Lemma-type of result for polytopes, following [BN98]. A related result can be found
in [LPS02].
Let P be a convex n-dimensional polytope. We consider a labeling φ : P Ñ
t1, 2, . . . , n ` 1u of P . As in the simplex case, a polytope is said to be completely
labeled if its vertices are assigned all labels from t1, 2, . . . , n ` 1u. Also, a labeling
φ : P Ñ t1, . . . , n ` 1u is said to be non-degenerate if no pn ´ 1q-dimensional face
of P contains points which take pn ` 1q or more different values. In the general case
of a polytope, the non-degeneracy condition on the labeling is not equivalent to the
Sperner condition. In the sequel, we will assume that all labelings of the polytopes
under consideration are non-degenerate.
In applications, such as below, we often consider a polytope (cube) P divided into a
finite number of smaller polytopes (cubes) Pi, i P I. In such contexts, we only need to
verify that the labels of the vertices of P and the Pi’s lying on the faces of P satisfy the
non-degeneracy condition. That is, we only need to verify such condition on a finite
number of points.
We introduce some tools.
Consider the standard n-dimensional simplex T “ convp0, e1, e2, . . . , enq Ă Rn,
where we denote by pe1, e2, . . . , enq the standard basis of Rn, and by convp¨q the con-
vex hull of a set. Let us declare the standard labeling of the vertices of T , given by
φp0q “ 1 and φpeiq “ i ` 1, i “ 1, . . . , n, as positively oriented. We also declare any
labeling obtained by an even number of permutations of the labels of the vertices in the
standard labeling also positively oriented, and any labeling obtained by an odd number
of permutations as negatively oriented.
We define the oriented index of a labeling φ of any oriented, convex polytope P ,
recursively:
(2.1)
indP pφq “
$’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’%
1, if dimpP q “ 0 and φpV pP qq “ t1u;
˘1, if dimpP q “ 1 and φpV pP qq “ t1, 2u,
according to its orientation;
0, if dimpP q “ k and φpV pP qq ‰ t1, 2, . . . , k ` 1u;ř
SPFk´1pP q indSpφq, if dimpP q “ k and φpV pP qq “ t1, 2, . . . , k ` 1u,
where indSpφq is counted with orientation.
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Above, V pP q denotes the vertices of P , and Fk´1pP q denotes the set of all pk´1q-faces
of P . The orientation is taken into account in the following way. The orientation of a
k-dimensional polytope P induces an orientation of every pk´1q-dimensional face S of
P , and on all the lower dimensional faces of S. In the definition of the index, only those
pk´1q-dimensional faces that carry all labels t1, 2, . . . , ku count in the summation. The
definition of the index yields a choice of sign ˘1 to each lower dimensional face carrying
all labels which appears in the recursive definition.
Remark 2.2. By taking into account the orientation of the polytope, we get here a
definition of the index slightly different from the one in [BN98], which uses mod 2
summation in the above recursive definition. We note that the definition of the index in
[BN98] is inconsistent with some of the results later in that paper, e.g., with Proposition
2.4 quoted below.
Notice that the index of a labeling φ of a polytope defined above only depends on
the values of φ at the vertices V pP q of P .
The following result is immediate:
Lemma 2.3 ([BN98]). If T is a simplex and φ : T Ñ t1, . . . , n`1u is a non-degenerate
labeling, then
indT pφq “
" ˘1, if T is completely labeled;
0, otherwise.
Given an n-dimensional, oriented, convex polytope P , a labeling φ : P Ñ t1, . . . , n`
1u, and the standard n-simplex T of vertices a1, . . . , an`1, a realization of φ is a con-
tinuous map Φ : P Ñ T , satisfying the following condition:
(i) If v is a vertex of P then Φpvq “ aφpvq, i.e., Φpvq is the vertex ai of T with the
index i equal to the label of v;
(ii) If S is face of P with vertices v1, . . . , vk, then ΦpSq Ă convpaφpv1q, . . . , aφpvkqq.
Informally, a realization of P is a continuous mapping of P onto T that ‘wraps’ BP
around BT , such that the labels of the vertices of P match with the indices i of the
vertices of T . Such Φ is in general non-injective.
In the sequel we denote by degp¨q the oriented Brouwer degree of a continuous
function (see, e.g., [BG05]). Recall that for a smooth, boundary preserving map
Φ : pM, BMq Ñ pN, BNq between two oriented n-dimensional manifolds with boundary,
degpΦq “ pşM Φ˚ηq{pşN ηq where η is a volume form on N ; the definition is indepen-
dent of the volume form. Let ω be such that dω “ η. By Stokes’ theorem and the
fact that dΦ˚ω “ Φ˚dω “ Φ˚η, we have degpΦq “ pşBM Φ˚ωq{pşBN ωq. This implies
the following property of the degree: degpΦq “ degpBΦq, where BΦ : BM Ñ BN is
the map induced by Φ on the boundaries. Equivalently, the degree of the map Φ
can be defined as the signed number of preimages Φ´1ppq “ tq1, . . . , qku of a regular
value p of the map Φ, where each point qi is counted with a sign ˘1 depending on
whether dΦqi : TqiM Ñ TpN is orientation preserving or orientation reversing. That
is, degpΦq “ řqPΦ´1ppq signpdetpdΦqqq, where p P NzBN is a regular value of Φ. The
definition of the Brouwer degree extends via homotopy to continuous maps.
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Proposition 2.4 ([BN98]). Let P be a convex n-dimensional polytope.
(i) Any non-degenerate labeling φ of P admits a realization Φ;
(ii) Any two realizations of the same labeling are homotopic as maps of pairs
pP, BP q ÞÑ pT, BT q;
(iii) The index indP pφq of the labeling φ is equal to the degree degpΦq of any real-
ization Φ of φ, up to a sign
indP pφq “ ˘degpΦq.
(iv) If indP pφq ‰ 0 then P is completely labeled.
Let us consider a convex, n-dimensional polytope P that is subdivided into finitely
many n-dimensional polytopes tPiuiPI , with I finite, such that P “ ŤiPI Pi, and for
i ‰ j, intpPiq X intpPjq “ H and Pi X Pj is either empty or a face of both Pi and Pj .
In particular, each k-dimensional face of P is the union of finitely many k-dimensional
faces of Pi’s.
For the following result from [BN98] we provide an alternative proof.
Lemma 2.5 ([BN98]). If the labeling φ is non-degenerate, then
indP pφq “
ÿ
i
indPipφq.
Proof. The proof follows by induction on the dimension n of the polytope. When
n “ 1 the identity is immediate. For the induction step, we use (2.1). Note that
each pn´ 1q-dimensional face S of P is the union of pn´ 1q-dimensional faces of Pi’s.
Each pn ´ 1q-dimensional face of a Pi that is not lying on a pn ´ 1q-dimensional face
of P is shared by two polytopes Pi and Pj , and so it is counted twice with opposite
orientations. Thus, the sum of the indices of the pn´ 1q-dimensional faces of the Pi’s
reduces to the sum of the the indices of the pn´1q-dimensional faces of the Pi’s that lie
on pn´ 1q-dimensional faces of P . The fact that the index of each pn´ 1q-dimensional
face Sj of P is the sum of the indices of the pn ´ 1q-dimensional faces Sji of the Pi’s
that lie on Sj follows from the induction hypothesis. In summary, we have:ÿ
i
indPipφq “
ÿ
i
ÿ
S1PFn´1pPiq
indS1pφq
“
ÿ
i
ÿ
Sji PFn´1pPiqXFn´1pP q
ind
Sji
pφq
“
ÿ
SjPFn´1pP q
indSj pφq
“ indP pφq.

The following is a generalization of the Sperner Lemma from [BN98].
Theorem 2.6 ([BN98]). Assume that P is an n-dimensional polytope, P “ ŤiPI Pi
is a decomposition of P into polytopes as above, and φ : P Ñ t1, . . . , n ` 1u is a
non-degenerate labeling. If indP pφq ‰ 0, then there exists a polytope Pi such that
indPipφq ‰ 0; in particular, Pi is completely labeled.
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Figure 2. Examples of simplicial decomposition of polytopes and of labelings.
Proof. Follows immediately from Lemma 2.5 and Proposition 2.4. 
Corollary 2.7. Assume that P is an n-dimensional polytope, and P “ ŤiPI Ti is a
simplicial decomposition of P . If a non-degenerate labeling φ satisfies indP pφq ‰ 0,
then there exists a simplex Ti that is completely labeled.
Proof. Follows from Lemma 2.3. 
Note that in Corollary 2.7 the assumption that P is completely labeled alone is not
sufficient to ensure that there exists a completely labeled simplex in the decomposition;
the condition that indP pφq ‰ 0 is necessary. See Example 2.8, (ii), (iii).
Example 2.8. (i) Consider the polygon P , the simplicial decomposition, and the labeling
shown in Fig. 2-(a). We have indP pφq “ 2; there exists a completely labeled triangle.
(ii) Consider the polygon P 1, the simplicial decomposition, and the labeling shown
in Fig. 2-(b). We have indP 1pφq “ 0; there is no completely labeled simplex.
(iii) Consider the polyhedron P 2, the simplicial decomposition, and the labeling
shown in Fig. 2-(c). We have indP 2pφq “ 0; there is no completely labeled simplex.
3. Sperner’s Lemma for cubical complexes
In this section we present a new version of the Sperner Lemma for cubical decom-
positions. The main difference from the previous sections will be the labeling. For an
n-dimensional cube and a corresponding cubical decomposition, it will be convenient in
Section 4 to use 2n labels that are n-dimensional vectors with coefficients ˘1; whereas,
in Section 2.2, for an n-dimensional polytope we have used only pn` 1q labels. Hence,
we will have to re-define what a complete labeling means in terms of the new labeling
convention, and relate with the old labeling convention.
Consider vector-labels ` P tp˘1, . . . ,˘1qu “ Z n, where we denote Z “ t˘1u. Each
label ` “ p˘1, . . . ,˘1q corresponds to a hyperoctant
O` “ tpx1, x2, . . . , xnq P Rn | @i, `ixi ě 0u.
Note that
Ť
`PZ n O` “ Rn.
We call a collection of labels t`1, `2, . . . , `n`1u complete if O`1XO`2X. . .XO`n`1 “ t0u.
Equivalently, t`1, `2, . . . , `n`1u is complete if for each coordinate index i P t1, . . . , nu,
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there exists a pair of labels `j , `k such that the i-th coordinates of `j and `k have
opposite signs, that is, piip`jq “ ´piip`kq.
A labeling φ is said to be non-degenerate if no face of P carries a complete set of
labels.
A convex polyhedral cone is a convex cone in Rn bounded by a finite collection of
hyperplanes of the form xk “ 0; alternatively, it can be characterized as an intersection
of finitely many half-spaces (e.g., spaces of the form tx P Rn |xk ě 0u for some k); see
[Sta11].
A special convex polyhedral cone partition of Rn is a collection of pn ` 1q convex
polyhedral cones Nj , j “ 1, . . . , n` 1, satisfying the following properties:
(a)
Ť
jNj “ Rn;
(b) intpNjq X intpNlq “ H for j ‰ l;
(c)
Ş
jNj “ t0u.
Lemma 3.1. (i) Given a special convex polyhedral cone partition N1, . . . ,Nn`1 of
Rn. Any set of pn ` 1q hyperoctants O`1 , . . . ,O`n`1, with the property that each O` is
contained in exactly one Nj, and no two O`’s are contained in the same Ni, satisfies
O`1 X O`2 X . . .X O`n`1 “ t0u.
(ii) Given a set of pn`1q hyperoctants O`1 , . . . ,O`n`1 with O`1 XO`2 X . . .XO`n`1 “t0u. There exists a special convex polyhedral cone partition N1, . . . ,Nn`1 of Rn, such
that each O`i is contained exactly in one Nj.
Proof. (i) We have O`1 X O`2 X . . .X O`n`1 Ď N1 X . . .XNn`1 “ t0u.
(ii) Consider a set of hyperoctants O`1 , . . . ,O`n`1 with O`1XO`2X . . .XO`n`1 “ t0u.
Each hyperplane will separate the set of hyperoctants into two non-empty collections
on each side of the hyperplane (since having all hyperoctants on the same side of a
hyperplane would imply that their intersections is more than the zero vector). Thus,
cutting Rn by the n hyper-planes will imply that each pair of hyperoctants is on
opposite sides of some hyperplane. First, select N1 as the largest intersection of half-
spaces in Rn (i.e., an intersection by the minimum number of half-spaces) that contains
only one hyperoctant O`i1 . Then select N2 as the largest intersection set of half-
spaces in RnzN1 that contains only one hyperoctant O`i2 , with i1 ‰ i1. Continue this
procedure up to the last hyperoctant O`in`1 in the given collection, which will provide
Nn`1. 
The following example shows some simple changes of labels:
Example 3.2. Consider the following special partition into convex polyhedral cones:
N1 “ tx P Rn |x1 ě 0u,
N2 “ tx P Rn |x1 ď 0, x2 ě 0u,
¨ ¨ ¨
Nn “ tx P Rn |x1 ď 0, . . . , xn´1 ď 0, xn ě 0u,
Nn`1 “ tx P Rn |x1 ď 0, . . . , xn´1 ď 0, xn ď 0u.
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The corresponding change of labels ψ from vector-labels ` P Z n to labels j P
t1, 2, . . . , n` 1u is given by
ψp1,˘1, . . . ,˘1q “ 1,
ψp´1, 1,˘1, . . . ,˘1q “ 2,
¨ ¨ ¨
ψp´1, . . . ,´1, 1,˘1, . . . ,˘1q “ mintj| `j “ 1u,
¨ ¨ ¨
ψp´1,´1, . . . ,´1q “ n` 1.
Consider a labeling φ : P Ñ Z n of an n-dimensional polytope P . Let ψ : Z n Ñ
t1, . . . , n`1u be a change of labels. We can define a re-labeling ψ˝φ : P Ñ t1, . . . , n`1u.
This re-labeling is as in Section 2.2, hence all the results from that section can be
applied in this context. In particular, any re-labeling ψ ˝φ : P Ñ t1, . . . , n` 1u admits
a realization.
Lemma 3.3. Let P be a polytope, φ : P Ñ Z n a labeling, ψ1, ψ2 : Z n Ñ t1, . . . , n`1u
two changes of labels, and ψ1 ˝ φ, ψ2 ˝ φ : P Ñ t1, . . . , n ` 1u the corresponding re-
labelings. Then
indP pψ1 ˝ φq “ ˘indP pψ2 ˝ φq.
Proof. Let Φi : P Ñ T be a realization of ψi ˝ φ, i “ 1, 2. By Proposition 2.4,
indP pψi ˝ φq “ ˘degpΦiq, for i “ 1, 2. Each change of labels ψi corresponds to a
special partition into convex polyhedral cones tN ij uj . Either partition can be obtained
from the other via a composition of a rotation, a reflection, and a homotopy. These
transformation preserve the Brouwer degree up to a sign. Hence degpΦ1q “ ˘degpΦ2q,
thus indP pψ1 ˝ φq “ ˘indP pψ2 ˝ φq. 
By Lemma 3.3, we can define the index of a labeling φ : P Ñ Z n, up to a sign, by
indP pφq “ ˘indP pψ ˝ φq, where ψ is a change of labels.
Now, let us consider C and a labeling φ : C Ñ Z n of C. Let tCiui be a cubical
decomposition of C. Then C can be regarded as a polytope by appending to the vertices
of C all the vertices of the the Ci’s lying on the faces of C, as well as appending to the
faces of C all the faces of the Ci’s lying on the faces of C. We denote this polytope
by C˜. For C˜ we have a polytope (cubical) decomposition C˜ “ ŤiCi. The labeling
φ : C Ñ Z n of C can be viewed as a labeling φ : C˜ Ñ Z n of C˜.
The following is a version of Sperner’s Lemma for cubical decompositions.
Theorem 3.4 (Sperner’s Lemma). Let C “ ŤiCi be a cube together with a cubical
decomposition, C˜ the corresponding polytope, and φ : C˜ Ñ Z n a non-degenerate
labeling of C˜. If indC˜pφq ‰ 0 then there exists at least one cube Ci such that indCipφq ‰
0, hence completely labeled relative to φ.
Proof. Consider a re-labeling ψ ˝ φ of C˜. By definition, we have indC˜pφq “ ˘indC˜pψ ˝
φq ‰ 0. By Theorem 2.6, there exists a cube Ci such that indCipψ ˝ φq ‰ 0, and so
Ci is completely labeled relative to ψ ˝ φ. Hence indCipφq ‰ 0. Lemma 3.1 says that
a labeling is complete relative to ψ ˝ φ if and only if it is completely labeled relative
to φ. 
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Corollary 3.5. Let C “ ŤiCi be a cube together with a cubical decomposition, and
φ : C Ñ Z n a non-degenerate labeling of C. If indCpφq ‰ 0 then there exists at least
one cube Ci such that indCipφq ‰ 0, hence completely labeled relative to φ.
Proof. If the labeling φ of C is non-degenerate, and C˜ is the polytope obtained from
the cubical decomposition C “ ŤiCi, it follows that indC˜pφq “ indCpφq ‰ 0. Thus
Theorem 3.4 applies. 
These last two results are the most important for Section 4. In a nutshell, they say
that given a cubical complex with a non-degenerate, non-zero index labeling, any finer
decomposition of the complex into smaller cubes will always have a small cube with
non-zero index.
4. Correctly aligned windows and detection of fixed points/periodic
orbits/orbits with prescribed itineraries
In this section we present the definitions of windows and of correct alignment fol-
lowing [ZG04], with a few minor modifications. Then we associate some labeling to the
windows, and characterize correct alignment in terms of that labeling. We also use the
labeling to find numerical approximations of fixed points, periodic orbits, and orbits
with prescribed itineraries.
4.1. Approximate fixed points and periodic orbits. Given δ ą 0 and a map
g : Rn Ñ Rn, we call a point z “ px1, . . . , xnq P Rn a δ-approximate fixed point of g if
}gpzq ´ z}8 ă δ, where }z}8 “ maxi“1,...,n |xi|.
We remark here that there may be no ‘true’ fixed point near a δ-approximate fixed
point, that is, δ-approximate fixed points can be ‘fake’ fixed points. Obviously, any
‘true’ fixed point is a δ-approximate fixed point for any δ ą 0.
Similarly, a finite collection of points z1, . . . , zk is a δ-approximate periodic orbit of
g if }gpzjq ´ zj`1}8 ă δ, for j “ 1, . . . , k, and }gpzkq ´ z1}8 ă δ.
As in the case of fixed points, there may be no ‘true’ periodic orbits near a δ-
approximate periodic orbit.
4.2. Windows. We consider a discrete dynamical system given by a homeomorphism
f : Rn Ñ Rn.
We define an equivalence relation on the set of homeomorphisms χ : Rn Ñ Rn by
setting χ1 „ χ2 if there exists an open neighborhood U of r0, 1sn in Rn such that
pχ1q|U “ pχ2q|U . We will use the same notation for an equivalence class as for a
representative of that class.
Definition 4.1. A window in Rn consists of:
(i) a homeomorphic copy D of a multidimensional rectangle r0, 1sn,
(ii) an equivalence class of homeomorphisms χD : Rn Ñ Rn with χDpr0, 1snq “ D,
(iii) a choice of stable- and unstable-like dimensions, ns, nu ě 0, respectively, with
ns ` nu “ n,
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(iv) a choice of an ‘exit set’ D´ Ă bdpDq and of an ‘entry set’ D` Ă bdpDq, given
by
D´ “ χD pBr0, 1snu ˆ r0, 1snsq ,
D` “ χD pr0, 1snu ˆ Br0, 1snsq .
We will write r0, 1sn “ r0, 1snu ˆ r0, 1sns . Given D1, D2 two windows in Rn, and
χD1 , χD2 two representatives of the corresponding equivalence classes of homeomor-
phisms, we denote by fχD1 ,χD2 : R
n Ñ Rn the homeomorphism fχD1 ,χD2 :“ χ´1D2 ˝ f ˝
χD1 . When there is no risk of ambiguity, we use the simplified notation fχ :“ fχD1 ,χD2 .
Denote by Υ :“ tpx, yq P Rnu ˆ Rns |x R r0, 1snuu. Given two windows D1 and
D2 such that fχpr0, 1snq Ď Υ Y pr0, 1snu ˆ p0, 1qnsq, there exists another homeomor-
phism χ1D2 from the equivalence class of homeomorphisms associated to D2, such that
fχ1pr0, 1snq Ă Rnu ˆ p0, 1qns , where fχ1 :“ χ1D2´1 ˝ f ˝ χD1 . Note that changing χD2
with χ1D2 has no effect on the windows D1 and D2.
4.3. Correctly aligned windows in two-dimensions. We first give a definition of
correct alignment of windows in the 2-dimensional case, that is, n “ 2.
Definition 4.2. We say that the window D1 is correctly aligned with D2 under f if
there exist corresponding homeomorphisms χD1 , χD2 with the following properties:
(i) Case nu “ 1, ns “ 1:
(i.a) fχpr0, 1s2q Ă Rˆ p0, 1q;
(i.b) fχpt0u ˆ r0, 1sq Ă p´8, 0q ˆ R and fχpt1u ˆ r0, 1sq Ă p1,`8q ˆ R, or,
fχpt0u ˆ r0, 1sq Ă p1,`8q ˆ R and fχpt1u ˆ r0, 1sq Ă p´8, 0q ˆ R;
(ii) Case nu “ 0, ns “ 2: fχpr0, 1s2q Ă p0, 1q2;
(iii) Case nu “ 2, ns “ 0: f´1χ pr0, 1s2q Ă p0, 1q2.
Remark 4.3. As noted above, instead of condition (i.a) we can require the more general
condition that fχpr0, 1s2q Ă ΥY pr0, 1snu ˆ p0, 1qnsq.
Let g : R2 Ñ R2 be a homeomorphism. Let px1, x2q denote the coordinates of
a point z P r0, 1s2 and px11, x12q the coordinates of gpzq. Let ∆z :“ p∆x1,∆x2q “px11 ´ x1, x12 ´ x2q. Denote the quadrants
Op1,1q “ tpx1, x2q |x1 ě 0 and x2 ě 0u,
Op´1,1q “ tpx1, x2q |x1 ď 0 and x2 ě 0u,
Op´1,´1q “ tpx1, x2q |x1 ď 0 and x2 ď 0u,
Op1,´1q “ tpx1, x2q |x1 ě 0 and x2 ď 0u.
These are closed sets which cover R2, and O`1 XO`2 XO`3 “ tp0, 0qu whenever `1, `2, `3
are all different. With respect to the mapping g, to each point z P R2 we assign a
vector label p˘1,˘1q P Z 2 according to the following:
Condition O:
‚ if ∆z P intpO`q then we assign to z the label `;
‚ if ∆z P intpO`1 X O`2q then we assign to z either label `1 or `2;‚ if ∆z “ 0, we assign to z either label `.
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Figure 3. 2D correctly aligned windows and labeling of r0, 1s2
A square C Ă R2 labeled according to Condition O is said to be completely labeled
if its vertices contain three different labels `1, `2, `3, in which case O`1 XO`2 XO`3 “ 0.
Note that if ∆z P O`1 XO`2 XO`3 with `1, `2, `3 mutually distinct, then ∆z “ 0 and sopx11, x12q “ px1, x2q.
Suppose that D1 is correctly aligned with D2 under f . For the mapping fχ : r0, 1s2 Ñ
R2 we assign a labeling φ : r0, 1s2 Ñ Z 2 as per Condition O. Denote the vertices of
r0, 1s2 as follows: A “ p1, 0q, B “ p0, 0q, C “ p0, 1q, D “ p1, 1q. From the definition
of correct alignment, we infer the following labeling of the vertices and the edges of
r0, 1s2:
(i) Case nu “ 1, ns “ 1. Using the labeling associated to fχ yields:
(i.a) AÑ p1, 1q, B Ñ p´1, 1q, C Ñ p´1,´1q, D Ñ p1,´1q, or
B Ñ p1, 1q, AÑ p´1, 1q, D Ñ p´1,´1q, C Ñ p1,´1q,
(i.b) AB Ñ p1, 1q or p´1, 1q, CD Ñ p´1,´1q or p1,´1q;
(i.c) BC Ñ p´1, 1q or (-1,-1), AD Ñ p1, 1q or p1,´1q, or
BC Ñ p1, 1q or p1,´1q, AD Ñ p´1, 1q or p´1,´1q;
(ii) Case nu “ 0, ns “ 2. Using the labeling associated to fχ yields:
(ii.a) AÑ p´1, 1q, B Ñ p1, 1q, C Ñ p1,´1q, D Ñ p´1,´1q,
(ii.b) AB Ñ p1, 1q or p´1, 1q, AD Ñ p´1, 1q or p´1,´1q, CD Ñ p´1,´1q or
p1,´1q, BC Ñ p1, 1q or p1,´1q;
(iii) Case nu “ 2, ns “ 0. Using the labeling associated to f´1χ yields the same
labeling rules as in case (ii).
See Fig. 3.
A possible re-labeling of the points is p1, 1q Ñ 1, p´1, 1q Ñ 2, p1,´1q, p´1,´1q Ñ 3.
Proposition 4.4. If D1 is correctly aligned with D2 under f , then the labeling of
χ´1D1pD1q “ r0, 1s2 described above is non-degenerate and has non-zero index.
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Conversely, in the case when nu “ 1, ns “ 1, if D1, D2 satisfy:
(a) fχpr0, 1s2q Ă Rˆ p0, 1q;
(b) fχpBr0, 1s ˆ r0, 1sq X r0, 1s2 “ H;
and if the labeling as per Condition O is non-degenerate and of non-zero index, then
D1 is correctly aligned with D2 under f .
Proof. For the direct statement, the points on the boundary of r0, 1s2 inherit the la-
beling explicitly described above, which is non-degenerate and has non-zero index.
For the converse statement, we proceed by contradiction. If condition (i.b) from
Definition 4.2 is not satisfied, it means that the two components of Br0, 1s ˆ r0, 1s are
mapped by fχ on the same side of r0, 1s2 within the strip R ˆ p0, 1q, which leads to a
labeling that fails to be non-degenerate. 
Remark 4.5. We note that in Proposition 4.4, the converse statement does not include
the cases that nu “ 0, ns “ 2, or nu “ 2, ns “ 0, since assuming condition (ii), or
(iii) from Definition 4.2, respectively, automatically yields both correct alignment and
non-degenerate, non-zero index labeling.
Assume that fχ is a bi-Lipschitz function with Lipschitz constant L, relative to the
norm } ¨ }8 on R2. Consider a subdivision of r0, 1s2 into N2 squares tCiui“1,...,N2 of
side 1{N . We assign a labeling to all points of r0, 1s2 according to Condition O. Let
δ ą 0 be small, and N ą 0 be large so that pL ` 1q{N ă δ. If Ci is a completely
labeled square, then any point z P Ci is a δ-approximate fixed point of fχ. Indeed, the
complete labeling implies, via the Intermediate Value Theorem, that there exist points
zˆ “ pxˆ1, xˆ2q P Ci and zˇ “ pxˇ1, xˇ2q P Ci such that xˆ11 “ xˆ1 and xˇ12 “ xˇ2, respectively.
Then, for each z “ px1, x2q P D1 we have
}fχpzq ´ z}8 “ maxt|x11 ´ x1|, |x12 ´ x2|u
ď maxt|x11 ´ xˆ11| ` |xˆ11 ´ xˆ1| ` |xˆ1 ´ x1|,
|x12 ´ xˇ12| ` |xˇ12 ´ xˇ2| ` |xˇ2 ´ x2|u
ďpL` 1q
N
ăδ.
(4.1)
The next statement is a fixed point theorem in the case of a window correctly aligned
to itself. We will distinguish between the cases (i), (ii) of Definition 4.2, and the case
(iii), for which the corresponding statement is indicated in parentheses. In the former
the labeling as per Condition O is done with respect to fχ, while in the latter the
labeling is done with respect to f´1χ .
Proposition 4.6. Let D be a window and φ : r0, 1s2 “ χ´1D pDq Ñ Z 2 be a labeling
associated to fχ as per Condition O (resp., associated to f
´1
χ ).
(i) If a window D is correctly aligned with itself under f , then f has a fixed point
in D.
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(ii) If tCiu is a subdivision of r0, 1s2 “ χ´1D pDq then there exists a square C˚ in
the decomposition with indC˚pφq ‰ 0; if C˚ further satisfies the non-degeneracy con-
dition on its faces, then f has a fixed point in χDpC˚q (resp. f has a fixed point in
χDpf´1χ pC˚qq).
(ii) Assume that χD is Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant K ą 1, and that fχ is
bi-Lipichitz with Lipschitz constant L ą 1. Then, given δ ą 0 and a sufficiently fine
subdivision of r0, 1s2 into squares tCiui“1,...,N2 of side 1{N , so that KpL ` 1q{N ă δ,
for every completely labeled square C˚, each point z˜ P χDpC˚q is a δ-approximate fixed
point of f (resp. each point z˜ P χDpf´1χ pC˚qq is a δ-approximate fixed point of f).
Proof. (i) Let tCNi u be a subdivision of C, with diampCNi q Ñ 0 as N Ñ 8. For
each N , by applying Corollary 3.5, there exists a square CN
i˚N
Ă C with indCN
i
N˚
pφq ‰
0, hence completely labeled; we choose and fix such a CN
i˚N
. As before, there exist
some points zˆi˚N “ ppxˆ1qi˚N , pxˆ2qi˚N q P CNi˚N and zˇi˚N “ ppxˇ1qi˚N , pxˇ2qi˚N q P C
N
i˚N
, such
that pxˆ1qi˚N “ pxˆ11qi˚N and pxˇ2qi˚N “ pxˇ12qi˚N . By compactness, the sequences zˆi˚N and zˇi˚N ,
contain convergent subsequences zˆi˚kN
and zˇi˚kN
, respectively. Since the diameters of the
corresponding completely labeled squares tend to zero, these subsequences approach
the same limit z “ px1, x2q, for which we have x1 “ x11 and x2 “ x12. Hence z is a fixed
point for fχ, so z˜ “ χDpzq is a fixed point for f .
For an alternative proof (non-constructive) see [ZG04].
(ii) Let tCiu be a subdivision as in the statement. By Corollary 3.5, there exists a
square C˚ with indC˚pφq ‰ 0. If C˚ satisfies the non-degeneracy condition, we further
subdivide C˚ into smaller squares tCNi u as above. The proof for (i) implies that there
exists a fixed point z for fχ in C˚, hence p “ χDpzq is a fixed point for f in χDpC˚q.
(iii) Suppose that CNi˚ is a completely labeled square of the subdivision.
By (4.1), for each z P CNi˚ we have }fχpzq ´ z}8 ă pL ` 1q{N . Hence, for each
z˜ “ χDpzq P χDpCNi˚q, we have
}fpz˜q ´ z˜}8 “ }χD ˝ fχ ˝ χ´1D pχDpzqq ´ χDpzq}8 ď K}fχpzq ´ z}8 ă KpL` 1q{N ă δ.
In the case of labeling associated to f´1χ , if CNi˚ is completely labeled, applying (4.1)
to f´1χ , and using that fχ is bi-Lipschitz of Lipschitz constant L yields }f´1χ pzq´z}8 ă
pL` 1q{N for every z P CNi˚ . Thus }fχpf´1χ pzqq ´ f´1χ pzq}8 ă LpL` 1q{N , and so, for
z˜ “ χDpf´1χ pzqq P χDpf´1χ pCNi˚qq we have }fpz˜q ´ z˜}8 ă KLpL` 1q{N ă δ. 
4.4. Correctly aligned windows in higher-dimensions. As before, let
O` “ tpx1, . . . , xnq P Rn | @i, xili ě 0u,
where ` “ pl1, . . . , lnq P Z n, with li “ ˘1 for i “ 1, . . . , n. Let g : Rn Ñ Rn be a
homeomorphism. For a point z “ px1, . . . , xnq in Rn, letting gpzq “ z1 “ px11, . . . , x1nq,
and ∆z “ px11 ´ x1, . . . , x1n ´ xnq, we assign a label ` P Z n as follows:
Condition O:
‚ if ∆z P intpO`q then we assign to z the label `;
‚ if ∆z P intpO`1 X . . . X O`kq for some labels `1, . . . , `k that are mutually
distinct, then we assign to z either one of the labels `1, . . . , `k.
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‚ if ∆z “ 0 then we assign to z either label `.
A possible re-labeling of the points from labels in Z n to labels in t1, . . . , n` 1u can
be done as in Example 3.2.
Let D1, D2 be n-dimensional windows. We will assume that the homeomorphism
f : Rn Ñ Rn satisfies a bi-Lipschitz condition with Lipschitz constant L.
Definition 4.7. We say that the window D1 is correctly aligned with D2 under f if
there exist corresponding homeomorphisms χD1 , χD2 with the following properties:
(i) Case nu ‰ 0, ns ‰ 0:
(i.a) fχpr0, 1snq Ă Rnu ˆ p0, 1qns ;
(i.b) fχpBr0, 1snu ˆ r0, 1ssq Ă pRnu ˆ p0, 1qnsq zr0, 1sn;
(i.c) There exists xs˚ P p0, 1qns such that the map L : r0, 1snu Ñ Rnu defined by
Lpxuq “ piu ˝ fχpxu, xs˚ q satisfies degpL|p0,1qnu q ‰ 0;
(ii) Case nu “ 0, ns “ n: fχpr0, 1snq Ă p0, 1qn;
(iii) Case nu “ n, ns “ 0: f´1χ pr0, 1snq Ă p0, 1qn.
Suppose that D1 is correctly aligned with D2 under f , and let nu be the unstable-
like dimension. We denote by tO`uu the octants of Rnu , where `u P Z nu . In the cases
(i) and (ii) of Definition 4.7, we will label all points of C “ χ´1D1pD1q according to
Condition O applied to fχ, and in case (iii) of Definition 4.7 we will label all points
of C “ χ´1D2pD2q with labels according to Condition O applied to fχ. We describe the
labeling below, for each of the cases (i), (ii), (iii) of Definition 4.7.
Case (i). First consider the case when nu ą 0 and ns ą 0.
Labeling C “ r0, 1sn as per Condition O, as we did in the 2-dimensional case in
Section 4.3, does not necessarily yield a non-degenerate labeling. We will transform
C “ r0, 1sn into an n-dimensional polytope rC, construct a subdivision rC “ ŤiCi
into smaller cubes, in order to obtain a non-degenerate labeling. Moreover, we will
construct rC so that the resulting labeling of its vertices in complete. (As we pointed
out earlier, completeness is a necessary, but not sufficient condition for the index to be
non-zero.)
The faces of the resulting polytope C˜ will consist of the faces of the Ci’s in the
subdivision that are contained in Bpr0, 1snq. We perform this construction below.
Estimates on ∆z. Let
ρs “ mintdpp, p1q | p P r0, 1snu ˆ Br0, 1sns , p1 P fχpr0, 1sn ˆ Br0, 1snsqu ą 0,
ρu “ mintdpp, p1q | p P Br0, 1snu ˆ r0, 1sns , p1 P fχpBr0, 1sn ˆ r0, 1snsqu ą 0,
ρ “ mintρs, ρuu ą 0,
where d is the distance corresponding to } ¨ }8. The fact that ρu, ρs, and hence ρ are
positive follows from Definition 4.7 (i.a) and (i.b), respectively. This fact implies that
for each z P Br0, 1sn we have
(4.2) }∆z} “ }z1 ´ z}8 “ }fχpzq ´ z}8 ą ρ.
In particular, for any point z P Br0, 1sn we have that ∆z is not contained within a ball
of radius ρ around the origin in Rn.
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Figure 4. Coarse decomposition of C and transformation into a poly-
tope rC.
Coarse cubical decomposition of C. We divide r0, 1sn into Mn identical cubes
tCiui“1,...,Mn , of side 1{M . The quantity M from above is required to satisfy the
following condition:
Condition P:
(P1) For each `u P Z nu , there exists a vertex v of a cube Ci lying on Br0, 1snuˆ
r0, 1sns , such that the label of z is ` “ p`u, `sq P Z n, for some `s P Z ns .
(P2) pL` 1q{M ă ρ{2.
Condition (P1) implies that the cubical decomposition tCiui“1,...,Mn is fine enough
so that for the vertices z of the cubes with faces lying on Br0, 1snuˆr0, 1sns , the vectors
∆z “ p∆zu,∆zsq have the ∆zu component taking values in each of the hyperoctants
O`u of Rnu . The argument for this claim is below.
First we note Definition 4.7-(i.a) implies that the corresponding pisp∆zq take val-
ues in each of the sectors O`s of Rns . Definition (4.7)-(i.b) and -(i.c) imply that,
for some xs˚ P p0, 1qns the projection piu onto r0, 1snu of the image of r0, 1snu ˆ txs˚u
under fχ contains the rectangle r0, 1snu inside its interior, and that the boundary of
piupfχpr0, 1snu ˆ txs˚uqq wraps around the boundary of r0, 1snu , in the sense that for
z P B rpiupfχpr0, 1snu ˆ txs˚uqqs, the corresponding piup∆zq visits all sectors O`u of Rnu .
It follows that ∆z “ p∆zu,∆zsq take values in a complete set of hyperoctants O` of
Rn. (This does not mean that ∆z takes values in all hyperoctants O` of Rn.) Thus,
the corresponding labeling of the vertices of the Ci’s is complete.
We append the vertices and faces Si of the Ci’s that lie on Br0, 1sn to C, thus
transforming C into a polytope rC (like a Rubik’s cube, see Fig. 4).
Now we discuss Condition (P2). Note first that for z1, z2 P Br0, 1sn, we have
}∆z1 ´∆z2}8 “ }pz11 ´ z1q ´ pz12 ´ z2q}8 ď }z11 ´ z12}8 ` }z1 ´ z2}8
ď pL` 1q}z1 ´ z2}8.(4.3)
This implies that, the image of any cube Ci under the map z ÞÑ ∆z has diameter less
than ρ{2. Hence, the image under z ÞÑ ∆z of every face Si of a cube Ci that lies on
Br0, 1sn, is disjoint from a ρ-ball around the origin. Hence no such a face Si can carry
a complete set of labels. That is, the labeling is non-degenerate.
When the windows are correctly aligned, as assumed above, it also follows that the
index of the labeling, is non-zero. Condition (i.a) of correct alignment implies that
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Figure 5. 3D correctly aligned windows, and cubical decomposition
satisfying Condition P.
the index relative to the labels in Z ns is non-zero. Also, conditions (i.b) and (i.c),
together with (P1), imply that the the index relative to the labels in Z nu is non-zero.
Proposition 2.4-(iii), saying that the index of a labeling equals the Brouwer degree of
a realization, and the product property of the Brouwer degree, imply that the overall
labeling is non-degenerate.
Case (ii). Consider the case when nu “ 0. We label all points of C “ χ´1D1pD1q
according to the quadrant O` where fχpzq´ z lands, as per Condition O. The resulting
labeling is non-degenerate and of non-zero index.
Case (iii). Consider the case when ns “ 0. We label all points of C “ χ´1D2pD2q
according to the quadrant O` where f
´1
χ pzq´z lands, as per Condition O. The resulting
labeling is non-degenerate and of non-zero index.
Example 4.8. In Fig. 5 we illustrate a 3D window that is correctly aligned to itself under
some map; the points A,B, . . ., are mapped to the points A1, B1, . . ., respectively. The
unstable-like dimension is nu “ 2 and the stable-like dimension is ns “ 1. If we label
the vertices A,B, . . . according to Condition O, we obtain A Ñ `1 :“ p´1, 1, 1q, B Ñ
`2 :“ p´1, 1, 1q, C Ñ `3 :“ p´1,´1, 1q, D Ñ `4 :“ p´1,´1, 1q, E Ñ `5 :“ p´1, 1,´1q,
F Ñ `6 :“ p´1, 1,´1q, G Ñ `7 :“ p´1,´1,´1q, H Ñ `8 :“ p´1,´1,´1q. We notice
that the corresponding set of labels is not complete; indeed, for the corresponding
octants we have that O`1X . . .XO`8 “ tx P Rn |x1 ď 0, x2 “ 0, x3 “ 0u. In particular,
the index is zero. The labels `u corresponding to the unstable directions take only
the values p´1, 1q and p´1,´1q, so Condition P is not satisfied. However, by taking a
coarse cubical decomposition of r0, 1sn satisfying Condition P, as illustrated in Fig. 5,
we can obtain that the labeling is non-degenerate and has non-zero index.
To summarize, if D1 is correctly aligned with D2 under f , in case (i) and (ii) we
start with C “ χ´1D1pD1q and assign a labeling associated to ∆z “ fχpzq´z, and in case
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(iii) we start with C “ χ´1D2pD2q and assign a labeling associated to ∆z “ f´1χ pzq ´ z.
In each case, we perform a cubical decomposition of C into smaller cubes tCiui, and
transform C into a polytope rC with a cubical decomposition tCiui such that the labeling
is non-degenerate and has non-zero index.
Proposition 4.9. Assume D1 is correctly aligned with D2 under f , and rC “ tCiu is
a subdivision of r0, 1sn “ χ´1D pDq satisfying Condition P. Then the labeling described
above, in each of the cases (i), (ii), (iii) of Definition 4.7, satisfies
ind rCpφq ‰ 0.
Conversely, in the case when nu ą 0, ns ą 0, if D1, D2 satisfy:
(a) fχpr0, 1snq Ă Rnu ˆ p0, 1qns;
(b) fχpBr0, 1snu ˆ r0, 1snsq Ă pRnu ˆ p0, 1qnsq zr0, 1sn;
and the corresponding decomposition rC “ ŤiCi satisfies ind rCpφq ‰ 0, then D1 is
correctly aligned with D2 under f .
Proof. The direct statement was shown above.
For the converse statement, pick any xs˚ P p0, 1qns and consider the labeling of the
ns-dimensional polytope r0, 1snu ˆ txs˚u as per Condition O. As before, it follows that
the index of the labeling, relative to the labels in Z nu , is non-zero. By Proposition
2.4, this index equals to the Brouwer degree of a realization Φ : r0, 1snu ˆ txs˚u Ñ Tnu ,
where Tnu is the pnuq-dimensional simplex. This degree is non-zero and equals, up to
a sign, the degree of Lp¨q “ piu ˝ fχp¨, xs˚ q, which concludes the proof.

In the statement below, we distinguish between the cases (i), (ii) of Definition 4.7,
and the case (iii), for which the corresponding statement is indicated in parentheses.
Proposition 4.10. Let D be a window and φ : χ´1D pDq Ñ Z n be a labeling associated
to fχ as per Condition O (resp., associated to f
´1
χ ). Assume that
rC “ tCiu is a
subdivision of r0, 1sn “ χ´1D pDq satisfying Condition P and Condition O.
(i) If D is correctly aligned with itself under f , then f has a fixed point in D.
(ii) Let tC 1juj“1,...,Nn be a fine subdivision of r0, 1sn into cubes of side 1{N , where N
is a multiple of M (so that the family of cubes C 1j subdivide each of the cubes Ci). Then
there exists a cube C 1˚ with indC 1˚ pφq ‰ 0 in the decomposition; if C 1˚ further satisfies
the non-degeneracy condition, then f has a fixed point p in χDpC 1˚ q (resp., f has a
fixed point in χDpf´1χ pC 1˚ qq).
(iii) Assume that χD is Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant K ą 1, and that fχ is
bi-Lipichitz with Lipschitz constant L ą 1. Then, given δ ą 0 and a subdivision
tC 1juj“1,...,Nn of r0, 1sn into cubes of side 1{N as above, so that KpL` 1q{N ă δ, then
for every completely labeled cube C 1j, each point z˜ P χDpC 1jq is a δ-approximate fixed
point of f (resp., each point z˜ P χDpf´1χ pC 1jqq).
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 4.6, and the details are left to
the reader. 
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exit set
Figure 6. Periodic sequence of correctly aligned windows.
4.5. Detection of periodic points and symbolic dynamics. Assume that p1 is a
periodic point of period k for f ; the orbit of p1 is tp1, . . . , pku, with fppkq “ p1. Let
F : pRnqk Ñ pRnqk be given by
(4.4) F pz1, . . . , zkq “ pfpzkq, fpz1q, . . . , fpzk´1qq.
Note that tp1, . . . , pku is a period-k orbit if and only if F pp1, . . . , pkq “ pp1, . . . , pkq,
that is, pp1, . . . , pkq P pRnqk is a fixed point for F .
Now consider a finite sequence of windows D1, . . . , Dk in Rn. We are interested in
periodic orbits tp1, . . . , pku with pj P Dj , j “ 1, . . . , k. Assume that for j “ 1, . . . , k´1,
Dj is correctly aligned with Dj`1 under f , and also Dk is correctly aligned with D1
under f . Here we only consider correct alignment as in Definition 4.7-(i). See Fig. 6.
Denote by χDj , the equivalence class of homeomorphisms corresponding to Dj , for j “
1, . . . , k. Let χD : pRnqk Ñ pRnqk be given by χDpz1, . . . , zkq “ pχD1pz1q, . . . , χDkpzkqq.
Lemma 4.11. (i) Let D “ χD
`
Πki“1r0, 1sn
˘ Ď pRnqk, and
D´ “ χD
´
Πkj“1Br0, 1snu ˆ r0, 1sns
¯
,
D` “ χD
´
Πkj“1r0, 1snu ˆ Br0, 1sns
¯
.
(4.5)
Then D is an pnkq-dimensional window, with pnukq-unstable-like, and pnskq-stable like
dimensions.
(ii) If for j “ 1, . . . , k ´ 1, Dj is correctly aligned with Dj`1 under f , and Dk is
correctly aligned with D1 under f , then D is correctly aligned with D under F .
Proof. (i) Follows from elementary set theory. (ii) Follows from elementary set theory
and from the product property of the Brouwer degree. See [ZG04]. 
We associate to each rectangle Dj , j “ 1, . . . , k, an n-dimensional polytope Pj ,
obtained by dividing each underlying cube χ´1Dj pDjq “ r0, 1sn into pNjqn cubes of side
1{Nj , where Nj is chosen large enough so that Condition P is satisfied.
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The cubical decomposition of each window Dj determines a coarse rectangular
decomposition of χ´1D pDq “ pr0, 1snqk into multi-dimensional rectangles of the form
Cα “pC1qα1 ˆ pC2qα2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ pCkqαk ,
where α “ pα1, . . . , αkq P A :“ t1, . . . , pM1qnu ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ t1, . . . , pMkqnu.(4.6)
Further, we divide each Dj into small cubes tpCjqβuβ“1,...,pNjqn , of side 1{Nj , where
Nj is a multiple of Mj , obtaining a fine rectangular decomposition. For each ver-
tex zj of a cube pCjqβ in the cubical decomposition of Dj , we assign a label `j “
p˘1, . . . ,˘1q P Z n, based on the sector of O` Ď Rn where the displacement vector
∆zj “ fχDj,Dj`1 pzjq ´ zj lands.
Relative to the product window D, this can also be regarded as an pnkq-dimensional
polytope. The cubical decomposition of each window Dj determines a rectangular
decomposition of D of the form
Cβ “pC1qβ1 ˆ pC2qβ2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ pCkqβk ,
where β “ pβ1, . . . , βkq P B :“ t1, . . . , pN1qnu ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ t1, . . . , pNkqnu.(4.7)
Note that for each α P A , pCα X CβqβPB forms a rectangular decomposition of Cα.
Each vertex z “ pz1, . . . , zkq of a cube Cβ is assigned a label ` “ p`1, . . . , `kq P pZ nqk
whose component `j P Z n is the label corresponding to the vertex zj , k “ 1, . . . , k,
according to Condition O.
Proposition 4.12. (i) Given a sequence of windows D1, . . . , Dk as above, with Dj
correctly aligned with Dj`1 under f , for j “ 1, . . . , k, and Dk correctly aligned with D1
under f . Then there exists a periodic orbit p1, . . . , pk of f of period k with pj P intpDjq,
for j “ 1, . . . , k.
(ii) If tpCjqαu is a coarse subdivision of r0, 1sn “ χ´1Dj pDjq then for each j there
exists pCjqα˚j with indpCjqαj˚ pφq ‰ 0; if each pCjqα˚j further satisfies the non-degeneracy
condition on its faces, then f has a periodic orbit p1, . . . , pk with pj P χDj ppCjqα˚j q, for
j “ 1, . . . , k.
(iii) Assume that χDj is Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant Kj ą 1, and that fχDj,Dj`1
is bi-Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant Lj ą 1. Let δ ą 0 and consider a sufficiently fine
subdivision of each χ´1Dj pDjq “ r0, 1sn into cubes tpCjqβjuβj“1,...,Nnj as above, so that
maxj
!
Kj`1pLj`1q
N
)
ă δ. Then for every sequence of cubes pCjqβ˚j Ď χ´1Dj pDjq that are
completely labeled, every sequence of points z˜j “ χDj pzjq P χDj ppCjqβ˚j q, j “ 1, . . . , k,
is a δ-approximate periodic orbit of period k.
Proof. (i) By Lemma 4.11, the correct alignment of Dj with Dj`1 under f implies
that D is correctly aligned with itself under F . The cubical decompositions tpCjqαu of
r0, 1sn “ χ´1Dj pDjq, j “ 1, . . . , k determine a coarse decomposition Cα of pr0, 1snqk as in
(4.6). By Theorem 3.4, there exists a cube Cα˚ “ pC1qα˚1 ˆpC2qα˚2 ˆ . . .ˆpCkqαk˚ in this
decomposition with indCα˚ pφq ‰ 0. The labeling of the vertices of Cα˚ with respect to
the map FχD , induce a labeling of each cube pCjqα˚j with respect to the corresponding
map fχDj ,χDj`1 such that indpCjqα
j˚
pφq ‰ 0.
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Take now a sequence of fine cubical decomposition pCjqβNj of χ´1Dj pDjq, as in (4.7),
with diamppCjqβNj q Ñ 0 as N Ñ 8. By the above argument, within each subdi-
vision one can find a cube pCjqβ˚Nj with indpCjqβ˚Nj pφq ‰ 0. Since such labeling is
also complete, it implies that for each i P t1, . . . , nu there exists an n-tuple of points
zi,Nj P pCjqβ˚Nj , such that for each i we have that pii
´
fχpzi,Nj q ´ zi,Nj`1
¯
“ 0. By succes-
sively extracting convergent subsequence in each i-coordinate, for each j we obtain n
subsequences in pCjqα˚j of the z
i,N
j ’s that are convergent to the same limit zj P pCjqα˚j ,
and such that pii pfχpzjq ´ zj`1q “ 0 for all i “ 1, . . . , n, that is, fχpzjq “ zj`1. Hence
pj “ χDj pzjq, j “ 1, . . . , k, is a periodic sequence of period k for f .
(ii) Using the non-degeneracy condition on the labeling and that indpCjqα
j˚
pφq ‰ 0
for j “ 1, . . . , k, we apply the previous argument to the collection of cubes pCjqα˚j ,
obtaining a periodic orbit pj P χDj ppCjqα˚j q for f , where j “ 1, . . . , k.
(iii) Consider the points zi,Nj P pCjqβ˚j as before, with N large enough as in the
statement. Let zj be an arbitrary point in pCjqβ˚j , and zˆj “ χDj pzjq, for j “ 1, . . . , k.
We have
}fpzˆjq ´ zˆj`1}8 “ }χDj`1 ˝ fχDj ,χDj`1 ˝ χ´1Dj pχDj pzjqq ´ χDj`1pzj`1q}8
ď Kj`1}fχDj ,χDj`1 pzjq ´ zj`1}8
“ Kj`1 max
i“1,...,n |piipfχDj ,χDj`1 pzjqq ´ piipzj`1q|
ď Kj`1 max
i“1,...,n
´ˇˇˇ
piipfχDj ,χDj`1 pzjqq ´ piipfχDj ,χDj`1 pzi,Nj qq
ˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ
piipfχDj ,χDj`1 pzi,Nj q ´ piipzi,Nj`1q
ˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ
piipzi,Nj`1q ´ piipzj`1q
ˇˇˇ¯
ď Kj`1pLj ` 1q
N
ă δ.
Thus, zˆ1, . . . , zˆk is a δ-approximate periodic orbit of period k for f . 
Proposition 4.13. (i) Assume that D1, . . . , Dk is a sequence of windows as above. Let
Γ “ pγijqi,j“1,...,k be a transition matrix, where γij “ 0 or 1; assume that for any i, j
with γij “ 1, Di is correctly aligned with Dj under f . Consider the topological Markov
chain associated to the transition matrix Γ defined by
ΩΓ “ tω :“ pωtqtPZ |ωt P t1, . . . , ku and γωtωt`1 “ 1 for all tu,
and the shift map σ : ΩΓ Ñ ΩΓ given by pσpωqqt “ ωt`1, t P Z. Then, for every
sequence ω P ΩΓ, there exists an orbit pptqtPZ of f , with pt :“ f tpp0q P intpDωtq,
for all t.
(ii) Assume that χDj is Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant K ą 1, and that fχDj,Dl is
bi-Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant L ą 1, for all j, l P t1, . . . , ku. Let δ ą 0, T P Z`,
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and ω P ΩΓ. Consider a sufficiently fine subdivision of each χ´1Dj pDjq “ r0, 1sn into
cubes tpCjqβjuβj“1,...,Nn as above, so that maxj
!
KpL`1q
N
)
ă δ, j “ 1, . . . , k. Then
for every sequence of cubes pCωtqβt˚ Ď χ´1Dωt pDωtq that are completely labeled, every
sequence of points z˜t “ χDωt pzωtq P χDωt ppCωtqβt˚ q, t “ 1, . . . , T , is a δ-approximate
orbit of length T , in the following sense
dpfpz˜tq, z˜t`1q ă δ, for t “ 1, . . . , T.
Proof. (i) It is enough to prove that for each ω P ΩΓ, for the infinite of windows Dωt ,
t P Z, there exists a point p0 in Dω0 such that f tpp0q P Dωt . This follows from the
following:
Claim 1. If tDtut“1,...,k, is a sequence of windows such that for every t “ 1, . . . , k´1,
Dt is correctly aligned with Dt`1 under f , then there exists an orbit pptqt“1,...,k such
that pt`1 “ fpptq, and pt P Dt for all t.
Proof of Claim 1. We can always define a continuous map pf such that Dn is correctly
aligned with D0 under pf . Then, similarly to (4.8) we define the map
(4.8) pF pz1, . . . , zkq “ p pfpzkq, fpz1q, . . . , fpzk´1qq.
Denoting χDpz1, . . . , zkq “ pχD1pz1q, . . . , χDkpzkqq, as in Lemma 4.11 and Proposition
4.12, we obtain that χDpśkt“1r0, 1snq is correctly aligned to itself under pF , hence there
is a fixed point for pF . This yields an orbit of f as in the claim; the fact that p1 “ pfppkq
is irrelevant for the dynamics.
Claim 2. If Dt, t P Z, is a sequence of windows such that for every t, Dt is correctly
aligned with Dt`1 under f , then there exists an orbit pptqtPZ such that pt`1 “ fpptq,
and pt P Dt for all t.
Proof of Claim 2. By Claim 1 for each finite sequence of windows
D´N , . . . , D0, . . . , DN ,
there is a point pN0 P D0 such that f tppN0 q P Dt for all t P t´N, . . . , Nu. Taking a
convergent subsequence pkN0 of p
N
0 with p
kN
0 Ñ p0 as N Ñ8, we obtain that the orbit
of p0 is as claimed.
(ii) The proof follows in the same way as for Proposition 4.12-(ii). 
For a related statement to Proposition 4.13 see [Gid99].
5. Application
In this section we illustrate the methodology developed in this paper on a simple
example. Namely, we consider the He´non Map, defined as fpx, yq “ pa ´ x2 ` by, xq
for a “ 1.25 and b “ 0.3. We will use the Sperner lemma-based approach to show the
existence of a period-7 orbit.
We build a window D around the point p´0.12,´1.36q, which is a ‘first guess’ of a
period seven point, and compute its seventh iterate f7pDq. See Fig. 7. We define a
fine grid on D and we label the points of the grid according to Condition O. We further
reduce the labeling to only three labels p1, 1q Ñ 1, p´1, 1q Ñ 2, and p1,´1q, p´1,´1q Ñ
3, as in Section 4.3. This labeling is shown color coded in Fig. 8. It is easy to see that
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Figure 7. The window D (green) and its image f7pDq (blue) under
the seventh iterate of the map.
Figure 8. Sperner labeling of D; the label 1 is shown in blue, 2 in
green, and 3 in red.
the boundary of D has a non-degenerate labeling and indDpφq “ 1, thus D is correctly
aligned to itself under f7.
A completely labeled square in the grid decomposition occurs where the three differ-
ent labels ‘meet’; this square has vertices at x “ ´0.124198, y “ ´1.36279 (red), x “
´0.124197, y “ ´1.36279 (red), x “ ´0.124198, y “ ´1.36279 (blue), x “ ´0.124197,
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Figure 9. Completely labeled square determined by the grid
Figure 10. Approximate period-7 orbit.
y “ ´1.36279 (green); see Fig. 9. The corresponding approximate period-7 orbit is
shown in Fig. 10. It is easy to see that the above square has non-zero index. Thus,
there exists a true period-7 orbit with an initial point near the square.
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